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New WWP position
● Teacher Resource Specialist for Curriculum and Instruction

○ Staff developer for all content areas (literacy, math, science, social studies) 

○ Attend and provide professional development, coaching, demonstration lessons, informal 

observation, provides resources  etc. for all teachers - new and experienced 

○ Collaborative goal setting with teachers

■ improving instructional practice

■ implementing new ideas 

○ Curriculum support

■ analyzing curriculum documents and finding the best way to deliver objectives and 

standards in a way that best suits the learners

○ Instructional support

■ support in delivering quality instruction 

■ teaching responsively - designing instruction based on need 



2015-2016 Goals
● Adapting to the new report card and using it as a tool to keep parents and 

families well-informed of their child’s progress 
● Using technology to record student data and motivate learners  
● Using student data to enhance instruction, lifting the level of student work  and 

assessing growth over time (particularly in math and literacy)
● Using the workshop model for math instruction
● Using accountable talk during math to facilitate discussions and deepen 

understanding
● Incorporating the Math Practice standards into instruction 



Responsive Teaching 

● Using what we know about a student to guide instruction
○ assessment data
○ daily conferring notes
○ class work
○ formative assessments 
○ observation 
○ learning styles and interests 
○ precise observation of reading behavior
○ self-reflection 

“Responsive Teaching meets each student where they are and brings them forward with 
intention and precision. It is at the heart of effective teaching.” - Fountas and Pinnell



What does that look like?
A reading example

● Formal reading assessments 
○ Help determine what the child is bringing to his/her reading

○ Discovering strengths as a reader, what the child is beginning to do

○ Identifies goals for the reader and what the child is, developmentally, not yet ready for

● Example
○ Reader is decoding tricky words using strategies from last year

○ Starting to experiment with more challenging decoding strategies

○ Not yet ready to decode multi-syllabic words



A day in the Reading Workshop
● The classroom teacher is conferring regularly with the student

○ That means: working with your child one-on-one to gather additional data and teach your child a 

skill or strategy that will support his/her level of reading development

○ Instruction is specifically geared toward what your child needs as a reader

● Example
○ Your child is someone who dives right into a new book.

○ Compliment his eagerness to dive right into a new book with interest and excitement

○ Teach the student a pre-reading strategy such as taking a picture walk or looking at the cover and 

title to make predictions about the plot 

● The classroom teacher is delivering small group instruction in various forms
○ Guided reading

○ Strategy groups

○ Partner work



Zone of Proximal Development
anxiety, frustration, 
lack of engagement



What does reading level mean and how does it affect my 
child’s reading instruction?

A reading level is NOT:

● A child’s score or grade in reading
● A child’s label
● Peer competition
● A rule used to restrict reading choices
● The only data teachers use for instructional purposes
● An incentive for children to read more

“If a text is too difficult, then the processing will not be proficient. Reading becomes 
laborious and nonproductive. “ - Fountas and Pinnell



What does reading level mean and how does it affect my 
child’s reading instruction?

A reading level IS:

● A tool for teaching and learning 

● Helpful in scaffolding students to meet text challenges

● A set of common behaviors that Ts can observe , teach, and reinforce

● A helpful guide for selecting just right books

● A way for children to grow as readers

● A way for teachers to tailor their reading program to a wide range of abilities

A child is not a level, the level supports the reader.



Other factors that help determine a just right book:

● Interest
● Purpose
● Accuracy
● Fluency
● Comprehension 

“Successful reading means reading with understanding. It’s far beyond accurate word 
reading. We want students to choose books they understand and enjoy” - Fountas and 
Pinnell



Where do I come in?
● Teacher Resource Specialist 

○ Work with teachers to analyze data to determine specific skills and strategies that the student 

needs to succeed in reading 

○ Observing students to better understand their learning style

○ These skills may be delivered via whole-class instruction, small groups or one-on-one

○ Enriching or adapting instruction in response to student need

○ Modeling lessons or informal observation

○ Unit planning



West Windsor-Plainsboro
● A culture of continuous improvement
● Teachers are emulating what it means to be a life-long learner, as noted in our 

mission statement 

“Motivation is the most important factor in determining where you succeed in the long run. 
What I mean by motivation is not only the desire to achieve, but also the love of learning, 
the love of challenge, and the ability to thrive on obstacles. These are the greatest gifts we 

can give our students.”

-Carole Dweck



Thank you for coming!

Alison Nass

Teacher Resource Specialist

alison.nass@ww-p.org


